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Connection between two institutions remains strong

Students move easilya between ISU, DMACC

Aaron Ladage
Hear Facrs Stafl

cided to attend DMACC for semester in
order to improve them before I dld too
much damage to my GPA, or before they
Whether the reason is lower tuition kicked me out. whichever came first."
costs. bad grades, or an easier transition
Hansen, along with many others like
into a bigger school. an increasing number her, said that a lack of individual support
of DMACC students are involved with was a major factor in her below-average
lowa State University in some way.
grades. "I never gave up hope that I would
"DMACC and Iowa State have always graduate from Iowa State," said Hansen,
had a grcal working rclationship," said "but I really lost focus on what I needed to
Boone Campus Dean Bill Hitesman. do to improve my grades, and didn't know
"With our campus so close to Ames, it is where to turn to get the help 1 needed."
an obvious choice for students to choose According to Hansen, DMACC definitely
lowa State as a way to continuc their edu- put her back on the right track. Her grades
cation whcn they are done here."
have improved dramatically, and she is
Accordlng to Hitesman, he estimates confident that she will graduate in very
that about 85% of the almost 1.100 Boone close to four years. "It might take me a litDMACC students are either first-time col- tle more than the normal four years to
l c g studcnts planning to attend 1SU upon graduate. but at least 1will actually gradugr~duation,former 1SU studcnts who are ate." joked Hansen.
attending DMACC due to poor grades or
Whcn asked about her opinion of
pcrsonal reasons. or students who parlici- DMACC, Hansen said that hcr expericnce
pate in the Cross Enrollment Progr~m.
was bittersweet, but mostly good "When
Likc many other studcnts at the Boone you slarl collcge. you hopc that you will be
campus. Matt Kroneman was oncc an LSlJ able to finish [at that college) without any
studcnl and plans lo return soon. "1 chose interruptions, so obviously 1 was a little
photo by Aaron Ladage
DMACC bccause of the &stance from my shaken whcn I switched schools," Hanscn A DMACC student enters thefront doors of the Boone Campus. Cooperation
home, as well the reasonable tuition." said said, "but other than that, DMACC was between DMACC and ISU gives students additional opportunities to earn degrees.
Kroneman. "DMACC is a good place to good. 1got a lot more of the indvidual attake some [lSUl transferable classes at a tention that I needed and the classes were schools. "Rarely does a day go by that wc have vcq successful music. drama. and
Hitcsman also
lower cost."
much smaller--plus, all of my credits don't call or receive a call from the lowa athletics programs."
Stale Admissions department. usually to showed pride in discussing Phi Theta
Kroneman, who was classified as a sen- transferred back to Iowa State."
ior in Exercise Science at Iowa State, said
Just as many of the students who have dlscuss students who are planning a trans- Kappa, DMACC's academic frdlcmity.
that DMACC also gives him the chance to attended or will attend ISU feel positively fer to lowa State, or a reverse transfer to mentioning that Boonc will host the organization's slate conference in Februaq .
have a less hectic schedule by breaking his towards DMACC, so does the staff. DMACC," said Silberhom.
While Hitesman is very sure of
Support for the transfer program is also
remaining courses into smaller groups. George Silberhorn, an academic counselor
"After this semester at DMACC, I will for the Boone Campus, says that DMACC strong from the administration's perspec- DMACC's academics. he did concede that
only have nine credlts left to take at ISU," provides many services that help ease the tive. When asked his feelings about the there are several areas that can be imsaid Kroneman. "This will give me the transition between the two schools. large number of Iowa State students who proved, especially with the devcloprnent
chance to take a lighter class load when I "[DMACC] is very careful to make sure use DMACC as one step in their college of the dormitories, which are expected to
retum to ISU,
that students career, Dean Hitesman, who received his be completed by the beginning of August.
w o n d e r i n g Master's Degrce from Iowa State, said "lf we have students living in dorms, it is
so that I can
a/
about trans- "DMACC gives students who may have our obligation to provide more social acbegin
jobhunting for
f e r a b l e had some trouble at Iowa State a second tivities for them to participate in," said
after college." tit& &#Wl& ~vGW&&V&
classes have chance. They are able to improve their Hitesman. "For example, we have tried inWhile
that informa- grades, and because of our open-door pol- tramural sports with little success, but
Kroneman is
tion readily icy, they receive more individual attention. once students are in the dorms, 1 feel that
intralnurals will really take off."
just beginning
available to and do it all at a lower cost."
No matter why past or future Iowa State
Hitesman also feels that DMACC prohis classes at
them,
and
DMACC, 0ththat between vides an excellent overall college experi- students are attendlng DMACC, Hitesman
ers have already finished their experience [Barb Carroll] and myself, we can answer ence, both socially and academically, is confident that they will not be disapin Boone. Karina Hansen, junior in the Art any questions that students may have." regardless of whether a student plans to pointed with their experience in Boone.
transfer to another school or not. "On a "Take a look at the students who have
and Design program at Iowa State, at- said Silberhom.
tended DMACC during the fall semester
Along with Dean Hitesman, Silberhorn whole. DMACC provides a sound educa- taken classes here, and notice a trend in
of 1999. "My grades at Iowa State were gives credlt to the "excellent working rela- tion to students. Our classes are challeng- their academic standings-the proof is in the
definitely slipping," said Hansen. "I de- tionship" that exists between the two ing, we have an excellent staff, and we also puddlng. "
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Bonnie Carn~bellreceives national
community Eollege alumni award
DMACC--Bonnie Campbell, a former
lowa Attorney General and former Des
Moines Area Community College
(DMACC) student. has been selected to
receive the 2001 Outstanding Alumni
Award from the American Association of
Community Colleges.
The award is given annually to students
from community colleges who make outstanding contributions in their careers and
to their communities. Campbell was nominated by DMACC President and CEO Dr.
Joseph A. Borgen.
Canipbell, Director of the Violence
Against Women Office in the U.S.
Department of Justice, will be honored at a
gala reception and dinner on April 6,200 1
at the American Association of
Community Colleges Annual Convention
in Chicago. IL. She is the first Iowan to receive this award since its inception in
1 982.
"Understanding domestic violence requires a very broad spectnun of our society overall. One must understand
sociology. economics, political science
and humanities." said Campbell. "One
great thing about DMACC is that kind of
well - rounded education is available to
anyone."
"Bonnie Campbcll exc~nplifieswhat a
coiiiiiiunity collcgc education can do for a
person.-' said Rorgcn. "She ovcrcamc advcrsily. workcd diligently as a DMACC

Tanning
Phone Cards
WashlQry Fold Service

Free Drying When Washing
With Toploaders
Open 8 am-Last Load in by 9 pm

928 7'hSt. (behind Fareway)
Boone, IA 50036
(515) 432-1757

student taking classes at night while maintaining a full - timejob during the day, and
went on to achieve an overwhelmingly
successful career."
Campbell grew up in poverty on her
grandparents' farm in the Appalachian region of upstate New York. She raised her
three brothers and a sister while her
mother worked nights. She was the first
member of her family to graduate from
high"schoo1.Campbell did not start college
on the DMACC Ankeny Campus until she

she oversees a $1.6 billion program to provide funding for the states to hire and train
police, prosecutors and victim service advocates in the area of domestic violence
and sexual abuse.
"Campbell used her opportunitiesto get
an education starting at a community college to bet he springboard for her very successful career," said Borgen. 'It gives me
great pleasure in seeing Bonnie Campbell
receive the AACC Outstanding Alumni
Award."

u
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DMACC freshman Nikki Shreck, Ade1,donates blood in the bloodmobile. The Central Iowa Blood Bank recently held a
blood drive on the DMACC Boone Campus. Of the twenty-two students interviewed, sixteen pints were drawn. Ten of these
were first time donors. Prizes are available for all who were interviewed to donate blood from the Boone Campus Nursing
Department. Watch the hallways for posters advertising prize pick-up dates.

Phi Theta Kappa prepares
lor spring convention
DMACC--The Boone DMACC chapter
of Phi Theta Kappa is busy preparing to
host the 2nd Annual lowa Regional
Convention on the Boone campus Feb. 1516, 200 1. Honors students who are members of Phi Theta Kappa from lowa's 22
chapters will be invited to attend this con-

BOONE
BANK
& T R U S T CO.

Boone Travel Agency, Inc.

/
611 Story Street
Boone, Iowa 50036
Phone 515 432-80331

was in her late 20's. Campbell was a student at DMACC from Sept. 1976 through
Aug. 1979. Campbell transferred to Drake
University, earned a law degree, worked as
an attorney and served as chairperson of
the Iowa Democratic Party. From 1990
through 1994, Campbell served as lowa's
only female Attorney General. In 1994,
she ran for Governor of lowa on the
Democratic ticket.
She then became Director of the
Violence against Women Ofice. where

EauAL HOUSING
L E No E A

716 8th St.
Boone
515.432-6200

1326 S. Story
Boone

MEMBER

515-432.2602
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www.boonebankiowa.com

Spring play
auditions Feb 5

vention. At this convention, two members
of Boone DMACC's FTK chapter will run DMACC--Au&tions for Key for Two by
for regional offices: Steve Stonehocker, John Chapman and Dave Freeman will be
for Regional President and Ben Howe, for held on Mon, Feb. 5 at 3:00 p.m. in the
the Northwest Regional Vice-President. DMACC Boone Campus Theatre.
Good Luck!
Key for Two is a farce revolving around
The Tau Phi Chapter of PTK will host a woman who is canny enough to be kept
an Admissions Fair at Boone DMACC on by two men. The show has parts for four
Thursday, Feb. 15. Admissions representa- women and three men.
tives from lowa and Nebmka will be
Scripts will be available for checkout
available
from
13
different the last week in January in Office 132.
universities/colleges.They will have infor- Anyone interested in helping with the
mation about transfer admissions, scholar- spring play (set work, lights, publicity,
ships, schedules, etc. Please plan to come etc.) should stop at auditions also.
and meet with these Merent universiAnyone unable to make it to auditions,
ties/colleges!
yet interested in worlung on the spring
Campus meetings of Phi Theta Kappa production, should see Kay Mueller,
are now scheduled for Tuesday mornings Boone Campus Speech Instructor and
from 7:30 - 8:00 a.m. Members mark your Drama Director, in Office 132.
calendars and plan to attend! We need
you!

R FACTS
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Students cope with
cancelled classes
-

Y

Matthm Rinker
Bear Facts
As the new semester begins, many students are faced with the same problems.
The classes they'd hoped to take haves
been cancelled.
This semester around 60 classes were
dropped cancelled from the spring schedule due to various reasons:, low enrollment, no teacher, or cost, and so forth,
were some of these reasons. According to
DMACC Boone Campus Executive Dean
William Hitesman, this year's cancellations are too high. His goal is to cut that
number in half for the next school year.
This brings utterCancellations can bring
disappointment to DMACC students. In
many cases, students found out at the very
last minute that their classes had been canceled. Hitesman gives a reason for last
minute cancellations. as follows. He explained that Eextra time is allowed for
some classes to stay open and not be cancelled, with the hope that more students
will sign up for these classes, thus surging
upping the enrollment to 12 students, the
minimum for a class to run.
Exceptions to this rule of canceling a
class with an enrollment under 12 students
is are if the class is a core class or those
one needed for graduation by a certain student. liitesman said, "To rny knowledge, I
have never cancelled a class that was
needed for a student to graduate."
The only way Hitesman will touch
change a core class is to move it to a different day, which can still create problems
because mMany students have to fit their
schedule around other things in their life.
One suggestion is Students are urged to sit

Over 300
graduate fall
semester
DMACC--More than 300 students graduated following the fall semester from Des
Moines Area Community College's
Ankeny, Boone, Carroll, Newton and
Urban Campuses.
Those graduating from Roone include
Debralee Carroll, Data Entry I and Office
Assistant; Sonia Dodd, Arts & Sciences;
Douglas Hall, Arts & Sciences; Ryan
Jones, Arts & Sciences; Dawn Kruse,
Accounting Certificate I; Krishanthi
Leelasena, Licensed Practical Nursing;
Dana Leininger, Arts & Sciences; Alyssa
Lewis, Arts & Sciences; Carla Morgan,
Arts & Sciences; Steven Stonehocker,
Dietary Manager; Wendy VerHeIst,
Business Administration; Emily Vinson,
Arts & Sciences; and Sarah Wikert, Arts &
Sciences.

228 Mamie Eisenhower
432-4587

Dee Wiscup
Staci Prokop

-

down with an advisor and ask for help.
Schedules can be impossible difficult to
change without their guidance.
Another reason why some of the classes
got cancelled is because some students
didn't pay their tuition by the Jan. 2 deadline. If a student fails to pay by Jan. 4, he
or she will be dropped from all classes,
which makes enrollment drop in already
low- enrollment classes.
Following class cancellations, the student is left with finding a new class to fill
that vacancy. Patty Rubin, a secretary at
the DMACC registration windowdesk said
that on the day before school began, the office staff had over 80 registrations to do.
This created long lines and a lot of frustration. The only thing Rubin and the remaining ofice staff asked for patience
since it was such a "crazy time" for everyone.
What can students do to help make next
semester easier? Register as early as possible. If students wait until the last minute,
the class they wanted to take could already
be cancelled. Also, talk to an advisors;
they are available to help during rough
times.
The final suggestion comes a little from
left field, but it could be helpfUlAlso, learn
about. DMACC's has a partnership with
Iowa State University, called Cross
Enrollment. If a student has 12 or more
credits. a high enough GPA, and a signature from an advisor, then they can take a
course at ISU. Only 50 students are allowed this opportunity each semester, so
keep it in mind for next yearsemester.
Applications for the cCross -Enrollment
enrollment are available through at the information deskfront ofice.

A n . 24,2OOl
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you arg invited to an

Sponsored by the Tau phi Chapter
of phi Theta Kappa
On Friday, Fgbruary 16,2001
In thg L. Courtgr Campus C'gntgr
From 9 - 3. p.m.
Thgsg admissions departments have
asreed to bring information about
admissions, transfer options,
sehgdulgs, gte.
Chadron State College, Chadron, NE
Coe College, Cedar Rapids, TA
Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, IA
Drake University, Des Moines, IA
Grand View College, Des Moines, IA
Iowa State University, Ames, IA
Iowa Wesleyan College, Mt. Pleasant
Mount Mercy College, Cedar Rapids
Peru State College, Peru, NE
Simpson College, Indianola, IA
University of Dubuque, Dubuque, IA
University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA
University of Northern Iowa, Cedar
Falls, IA

If you have any questions you please
Crontaet Naney Woods at
na~oods@dmaee.ee.ia.us -
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New presidency affects you
Jack Wilson
Bear Facts Staff
Now that the Supreme Court has relieved the American voters from their
responsibility of electing our next president, it's time to look forward and prepare. It's time to figure out what we
are going to do with a guy who most
people don't even want as president.
For most of us, the answer is pretty
simple. We'll let him do his thing, as
most presidents in the past have done,
and as long as he doesn't break any
major rules, well live with the consequences. Just to be sure we're on the
same page, the man I'm talking about
is George W. Bush.
To students here at DMACC in
Boone, the presidency doesn't stand to
impact their lives in any major way.
After all, this was an election for the
elderly, the citizens who were in need
of Medicare reform and for patients.
Practically speaking, I would guess
that virtually none of the student body

cares much about issues that don't
concern them. On the other hand, the
issues that we do face as students in
today's commercial dream world are
important and can't be overlooked.
Some student issues include abortion,
scholarships, pregnancy, debt, all
things that students face every day, yet
seem to only have a token acknowledgement in any given presidential
nominee's campaign rhetoric.
Maybe it's true that our age group
isn't known to "rock the vote," but at
the same time, it's a paradoxical reflection of the cynicism that is evolving
from a trend into a way of life. We
claim that our votes don't count, so we
don't vote. Our votes really don't count
because we don't cast enough of
them, so any issues that pertain to us
are largely overlooked. The question
is, will Bush be any different? Will he
look out for the people that need the
stability of a government that will take
care of everyone equally, or will he
simply go to the noisiest places and

look to win voter support.
Our constitution is founded on simple principles of equality among men,
yet it seems that more and more, our
candidates and our presidents are
deeply concerned with a slick and polished sound byte. Substance is something that lacked during the Clinton
presidency, yet even he was able to
get results in the areas that he focused
on. Will we see a change in ihe focus
of our government, or will the Bush administration stick to what was working?
In some ways, we can't be sure that
the presidency was even responsible
even in part for the economic boom of
late. In other ways, it's all too easy to
not give credit where credit is due.
Bush rode a ticket that played up heavily the notion of compassionate conservatism, and with over a hundred
executions in Texas during his stay as
governor, the future doesn't hold much
promise. Where students lie in the sea
of compassionate conservatism, which
is sure to overcome the disdain they
have for lies, is not clear.

As we approach the Chinese New

Behind the print
Editor-inchief: Michele ~ h a m k e
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lowa -Falls
Age: 31
.Year and status at DMACC: full-time
sophomore
Major: Secondary Education, history
and English majors
.Where and how many hours you
work: "I work weekends at a salon in
lowa Falls and "part-time" as a work
study at DMACC."
Best quote you got last semester
and by whom: "Remember that the
hardest thing to do is usually the right
thing." Cindy Cory DMACC nursing instructor
One of your goals as Bear Facts
staff this semester: To have teamwork and have each person be respected and appreciated.
An event in the future you hope to
report: "What living to 100 years has
been like."
.Email: mmthamke@yahoo.com
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Bear Facts welcomes all letters in an attempt to provide a forum for the many diverse
views of the campus. The views expressed in Bear Facts are not necessarily the views
or endorsements of Des Moines Area Community College or the Bear Facts editorial
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ENTERTAINMENT

Hanks wins
Golden
Globe for
"Castaway"

Pelzer
Prize
Michele Thamke
Bear F'CICts S f u f
"But.. . it was the afternoon, before
Friday.. . she made me stick me arms in a
bucket that had.. . the mixture. .. ammonia
and Chlorox. That's il. That's what it did."
Words written by Dave Pelzer in A Man
Called I k v c describing the discovery of
his mothcr's brutality by his tcachcrs in elementary school. This led to Pelzer's escape, but not his freedom.
Pclzcr's trilogy, A Chld Called "It", The
Lost Boy, and A Man Called Dave excels
in humanizing victims of chid abuse.
Rcaders mav desire to distance thernsclves
from Pelzer's writtcn horrors; however,
over one million readers internationally
follow and chccr on as Pclzcr strives for
li-eedom.
According to Jack Canfield coauthor of
Chicken Soup for thc Soul, Dave Pelxcr's
works are, "Riveting. Neither I nor my
staff could put it down! Pelzer's unyielding
determination inspires us all. He is a living
example that all of us have the capability
to better ourselves no matter what the
odds. One's life is forever changed after
living through the eyes of A Child Called
"It"."
A Man Called Dave spans two decades
of Pelzer's adulthood. According to him, "I
lived through an extraordinary experience,
yet I was fortunate enough to learn from it
and walk away a better person."

Tom Hanks
Sadie M. Heimbaugh
Bear Facts Staff

"Deep End
of the Ocean"

Movie
drowns in
book's
shadow

I

Sadie M. Heimbaugh
Bear Facts S t a f
Jacquelyn Mitchard wastes no time
sucking in her readers in her 81 New York
Emes best seller "The Deep End of the
Ocean" (1996).
Almost immediately into the book, the
readers find themselves sobbing over Beth's youngest child's sudden disappearance at her high school reunion.
As the book continues, it becomes more
heart wrenching as it appears apparent that
little Ben may be lost forever.
Mitchard does an astounding job of'
making each reader go through Beth's
heartache and near self-destruction. But
when the book takes an interesting twist
near the end, it appears all hope may not be
lost for Beth and her family.
Recently, this book was made into a
film by the same name. It doesn't hold a
candle to the book because the author
holds the readers in suspense until the very
end, and in the movie, the book ending is I
revealed 1ralWay'throtlgh'the-film.

Tom Hanks' newest film Castawuy
made a big hit at the box offices coming in
at # I and holding on for several weeks.
Sunday evening, Hanks received a Golden
Globe Award for his performance.
Planks plays a i:cd 'x "big wig" who
"lives and dies by time." Long-time girl
friend, played by Helen Hunt, remarkably
understands when he rushes off on
Christmas night, of course not before their
exchange of gifts. What better gift to give
a man-of-the-clock than her grandfather's
pocket watch.
During his flight something goes terribly wrong, and the plane goes down.
Barely escaping death, Hanks floats to a
deserted island.
Throughout the weeks some disturbing
items float onto his shore, but there are
also some very helpful items as well. He
even makes an unlikely friend.
Approximately 45 minutes of the film
are is solely on Hanks, and for moviegoers
with short-attention spans, this may-be a
difficult part to get through. However, the
director did a greatjob of creating as true to -life circumstances as possible, which
makes this an easy film to put yourself
into.
The ending has no great, astounding
shock to it, but it is definitely a movie that
anyone can enjoy.
Viewers will walk away from this film
feeling very grateful for radio, television
and most of all, human contact.
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Be A Star! Be A Star! Be A Star!
Try aut far the DMACC spring
play, Keyfur Twu.

See Daee 2 Far Details!
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Second attempt to build student residences moving forward

Boone DMACC fall housing
Becky Perkovich
Contributing Writer
"Dorms are a kind of dying concept,"
said Stephen Emerson, a principle figure
from Brown Healey Stone & Sauer, who is
working on the DMACC housing project.
"Students are expecting more. They want
facilities that they can call their own
place."
This is the second attempt to bring
housing to the Boone DMACC campus.

This time using Brown Healey Stone &
Sauer, a different architectural firm out of
Cedar Rapids,
the project is
r u n n ~ n g
smoothly.
They won the
bid on Nov.
20, 2000 to
plan and design a modem and efficient
form of student housing.
The new design, pictured above, sits on

3.75 acres just to the east of DMACC.
This a~artmentswle living will hold 192
students in
four major
J
complexes
with a large
courtyard.
Each
unit
will have four bedrooms and two bathrooms. It will also have most major appliances available, including refrigerator,
stove, dishwasher, washer, dryer, and cen-

Dorms are a kind of
dying Concept. -

TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN

DMACC STUDENT HOUSING

-

tral air. As it stands now, utilities will be
metered. Pets, smoking, roommates, rent,
and lease terms are all matters still being
discussed.
Ankeny is the other DMACC campus
that offers student housing. It runs differently from what has been planned in
Boone. They have one L-shaped building
holding 50 units, approximately 200 people. Each has two furnished bedrooms
and bathrooms. Rent runs $325 per month

plans four complexes
including utilities except: phone, cable, or
Internet. The option is available to pay
more rent to have a private room. A semester lease is required and roommates
are usually decided by a questionnaire
about common interests.
When asked her view on community
college student housing, Melody Record,
site manager for T. Quam Resources, "It
works very well, especially as a launching
point for out of area students."
According to Jeff Kooistra, city administrator, "It's good for the students

and for the community. A lack of economic housing is a problem here in
Boone and the plans look very nice."
The plans have to be approved by
both the city planning and zoning commission and thd Boone city council. They
must meet all standardized regulations for
electrical and plumbing. How many
parking spaces and where to put the
smoke detectors are all things that have to
be planned out and approved before a
building permit can be issued. This
should all be completed by March 19,

Ell

2001.

are final and a
Once the
is issued, the building can begin.
"1 plan on using local contractors," expressed Stephen Emerson "They are usually more competitively priced because
they don't have traveling expenses.
Keeping the budget low on this project
will keep the rent low for students and
that's the ultimate goal."
If you are interested in signing up for
more information on student housing

1

m

when it becomes available log on to
www.dmacc.cc.ia.us_or Stop by Student
Services.

I
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BROWN HEALEY STONE & SAUER

College president releases
names of fall scholars
DMACC--Dcs Moines Area Comlnunity
College President Dr. .loseph A. Borgen
recently released the narnes of students
eligible for the Fall sernester President's
List. To be eligible, a student rnust have
earned a 4.0 grade polnt average.

-

President's List
'l'hose recogni7ed from the
Boone Campus include Liaquat Ali,
Mgt. Information Systems, Cedar
Falls; Michacl Bilden, Arts &
Sciences, Uoone; Hinnie Birney,
Arts & Sciences. Grimes; Kristin
Bravard, Business Administration,
Boone; Matthew Hrewstcr, Arts &
Sciences, Ames; Rcanna f3rooks,
Arts & Sciences, Woodward; I lilary
CafEi-ey, Accounting
Paraprofessional, Woodward;
Brenda Cairns, Arts & Sciences,
Jefferson; Jolenc Conrad,
& Bookkeeping.
Acco~~nting
Zearirig; Bret Crim, Arts &
Scienccs, Stratford; Marcic Crim,
Arts (Yr. Sciences, I3oone: Michelle
Davih. Arts & Scienccs,Boonc; Dick
Dudley, Civil Engineering
Techimlogy, Redfield; Robin Duhn,
Arts A Sciences, Ames; John
Ferrar i. Computer Programming,
Pilot Mound; Nicolas Fontanini,
Arts & Sciences, Boone; Frank
Fuller, Arts & Sciences, Ames;
Yuhui Gao, Arts & Sciences, Ames;
Melissa Gourley, Arts & Sciences,
Boone; Deborah Haines, Arts &
Scienccs, Ames; Jerri Hall, Medical
Laboratory Tech., Boone; Joshua
Hall, Arts & Sciences, Boone;
Corey Iiayes, Civil Engineering
Technology, Dayton; Theodore
Herrick, Arts & Sciences, Grand
Junction; Karen Hodges, Arts &
Sciences, Ames; Chee Hoi, Arts &
Sciences, Ames; Hugo Juarez, Arts
& Sciences, Perry; Tracey Kander,
Arts & Sciences, Boone; Dawn
Krause, Accounting &
Bookkeeping, Boone; Hye-Yeon
Lee, Arts & Sciences, Ames;
Michaela Malloy-Rotert, Arts &
Sciences, Urbandale; Heather
Manken, Arts & Sciences, Ogden;
Carla Morgan, Arts & Sciences,
Stratford; Kerry Newbanks, Civil
Engineering Technology, Ames;
Grace Ochieng, Arts & Sciences,
Ames; Kristen Runyan, Nursing,
Boone; Heather Schwechel, Arts &
Sciences, Boone; Michael Sheresh,
Arts & Sciences, Nevada; Elanni
Sherick, Arts & Sciences, Ames;
Joshua Smith, Mgts Information
Systems, Boone; Stacey Snavely,
Nursing Practical, Nevada; Jerome
Stewart, Arts & Sciences, Des
Moines; Jaryd Sunstrom, Arts &
Sciences, Boone; Annette

,

.

I hompson, Civil Engineering
'r'echnology, Ames; Fuming Wang,
Mgts Information Systems, Ames;
Heather Wargo, Arts & Sciences,
Boone; Marcy Webb, Arts &
Sciences, Boone; Consolairix
Wegulo, Arts & Sciences, Ames.

Arts & Sciences, Boone; Elizabeth
Darby, Arts & Sciences, Boone;
Julie Davis, Arts & Sciences,
Huxley; Sarah Dean, Accounting
Specialist, Boone; Marie Dostal,
Administrative Assis, Boone; Tom
Dozler, Civil Engineering Tech.,
Dean's List
Ankeny; Jill Dubberke, Arts &
To be eligible, a student must
Sciences, Boone; Victor Duke, Arts
have earned a 3.5 to 3.99 grade
& Sciences, Boone; Scott Dunkin,
point average. Those recognized
Arts & Sciences, Ames; Angela
from the DMACC Boone Campus
Edgington, Arts & Sciences, Boone;
include Kheno Adrian, Arts &
Gary Erickson, Arts & Sciences,
Sciences, Ames; Henry Ajuhan, Arts Boone; Julia Ewing, Arts &
& Sciences, Ames; Nour Alazzam,
Sciences, Ames; Sara Foderberg,
Arts & Sciences, Boone; Kevin
Accounting Specialist, Ames;
Alberts, Arts & Sciences, Ames;
Jcnnifer Foley, Accounting
Darren Alexander, Mgt. Information Specialist, Boone; Jacqueline Foster,
Systems, Roone; Beth Anderson,
Nursing Practical, Ames; Kari Frerk,
Nursing Practical, Ogden; Ian
Arts & Sciences, Curlew; Jenny Fry,
Anderson, Arts & Sciences, Boone;
Nursing Associate Degree, Nevada;
Jessica Anderson, Arts & Sciences,
Rosie Fuentes, Administrative
Ames; John Anderson, Arts &
Assistant, Boone; Jason Garvey,
Sciences. Boone; Michael Anthony,
Arts & Sciences, Boone; Tammy
Arts & Sciences, Amcs; Sandra
Gibb-Anderson. Nursing Practical,
Atkinson, Arts & Sciences, Panora;
Jewell; Sarah Gibson, Arts &
Barbara Bailey, Civil Engineering
Sciences, Ames; Cynthia Grundstad,
Tech., Boone; Katherine Baldus,
Arts & Sciences, Boone; Stacy
Arts & Sciences, Nevada; Randall
Hagen, Administrative Assistant,
Balk, Civil Engineering 'Iech.,
Ames; Nathan Hall, Arts &
Templeton; Melissa Barrie, Arts &
Sciences, Boone; Staci Hartman,
Sciences, Boone; Brett Bathel, Arts
Nursing Practical, Ames; Claver
& Sciences, Boone; Deanne Bazis,
Hategekimana, Mgt. Information
Nursing Practical, Boone; Kim-Joo
Systems, Ames; Merrick Havens,
Beh, Arts & Sciences, Ames; Kyle
Mgt. Information Systems, Ames;
Bennett, Civil Engineering Tech.,
'I'raci Heimer, Biotechnology, Ames;
Boone; Lane Bielfelt, Business
Melissa Heuton, Nursing Practical,
Administration, Boone; Jennifer
Ames; Regina Hilton, Arts &
Blomgren, Arts & Sciences, Boone; Sciences, Ames; Darren Hindman,
Helen Branch, Arts & Sciences,
Arts & Sciences, Ames; Benjamin
Ames; Marie Brombaugh, Civil
Howe, Arts & Sciences, Boone;
Engineering Tech., Boone; Katie
Amr Ibrahim, Arts & Sciences,
Brown, Arts & Sciences, Ames;
Ames; Jamal Jackson, Arts &
Nathan Buckingham, Civil
Sciences, Arnes; Elizabeth
Engineering Tech., Boone; Blaine
Jacobson, Arts & Sciences, Boone;
Buenger, Civil Engineering Tech.,
Billie Johns, Arts & Sciences,
Ames; Kate Bunt, Nursing Practical, Boone; Kelly Johns, Arts &
Ames; Laura Burdette, Arts &
Sciences, Ames; Kelsey Kain, Arts
Sciences, Boone; Joshua Carlson,
& Sciences, Des Moines; Michael
Arts & Sciences, Boone; Deanna
King, Arts & Sciences, Kiron;
Carpenter, Administrative Assistant, Aaron Kleinwolterink, Arts &
Boone; Leng Cheong, Arts &
Sciences, Ames; Anthony Knute,
Sciences, Boone; Chang-Yar Chiu,
Arts & Sciences, Boone; Amanda
Arts & Sciences, Ames; Connie
Lamoureux, Arts & Sciences,
Colle, Arts & Sciences, Boone; John Boone; William Larkin, Accounting
Colle, Civil Engineering Tech.,
Specialist, Ames; Rosanette Lind,
Boone; Steven Courtney, Arts &
Medical Transcriptionist, Fort
Sciences, Altoona; Deanna Cox,
Dodge; 1,orrie Lockrem, Mgt.
Arts & Sciences, Boone; Kaci Crim, Information Systems, Nevada; Alan
Accounting Information, Stratford;
Manyin, Arts & Sciences, Ames;
Paul Croatt, Arts & Sciences,
Tammie McElroy, Business
Hoone; Michael Crouthamel, Arts & Administration, Nevada; Andrea
Sciences, Boone; Larry
McKern, Arts & Sciences, Ames;
Cunningham, Arts & Sciences,
Jill Meiners, Assoc. Degree
Boone; Jodi Daigh, Arts & Sciences, Nursing, Carroll; Joshua Meyer,
Boone; Elizabeth Danilson, Arts &
Arts & Sciences, Wellsburg; Kim
Sciences, Boone; Karrie Danner,
Rdiller, Administrative Assistant,

Boone; Chad Newton, Civil
Engineering Tech., Grand Junction;
Tiffany Norem, Business
Administration, Ames; Katherine
Odell, Arts & Sciences, Boone;
Mandy Olson, Arts & Sciences,
Ncvada; David Parsons, Arts &
Sciences, Boone; Kip Pedersen, Arts
& Sciences, Ames; Susan Prouty,
Arts & Sciences, Boone; Daniel
Ramthun, Accounting Information,
Nevada; Roxanna Raulston, Arts &
Sciences, Boone; Suzanne
Richmond, Arts & Sciences, Boone;
Abby Rinehart, Arts & Sciences,
Boone; Kimberly Rinkcr, Arts &
Sciences, Ogden; Carrie Saiz, Arts
& Sciences, Story City; Scan Sands,
Nursing Practical, Ames; Lindsay
Saunders, Arts & Sciences, Boone;
Kachel Schoelkoph, Arts &
Sciences, Ames; Mitzi Schoening,
Arts & Sciences, Stratford; 'l'esha
Schrocder, Child Ilevelopment,
Nevada; Relh Shult~,Administrative
Assistant, Pilot Mound; t.,rin
Silverhorn, Arts & Sciences, Iowa
Falls; Cody Simonsen, Civil
Engineering Tech., Aurelia; Angela
Sires, Arts & Sciences, Ames;
Stefanie Snuttjer, Arts & Sciences,
Doon; Kimberly Stone, Arts &
Sciences, Boone; Steven
Stonehocker, Dietary Manager
Specialist, Boone; Marie Stover,
Arts & Sciences, Boone; James
Swett, Civil Engineering Tech.,
Ames; Naoko 'Takemura, Arts &
Sciences, Ames; Michele Thamke,
Arts & Sciences, Story City; Amy
Thompson, Accounting Information,
Boone; Rachael Thompson, Arts &
Sciences, Boone; Evie Tiffany, Arts
& Sciences, Ames; Jennifer
Tjernagel, Arts & Sciences, Roland;
Justin Vetter, Arts & Sciences,
Ames; Leidi Villalobos, Computer
Programming, Perry; Emma
Vincent, Arts & Sciences, Nevada;
Karen Vincent, Nursing Associate
Degree, Nevada; Emily Vinson, Arts
& Sciences, Boone; Rhonda Walrod,
Accounting Information, Boone;
Emily Walters, Arts & Sciences,
Boone; Debra Westerberg, Nursing
Practical, Ames; Sarah Wikert, Arts
& Sciences, Boone; Brandi Wilson,
Arts & Sciences, Boone; Holly
Winters, Arts & Sciences, Boone;
Bret Wisecup, Arts & Sciences,
Madrid; Katie Wittrock, Arts &
Sciences, Boone; Jennifer Wood,
Arts & Sciences, Story City;
Jodeane Woodley, Bus. Information
Systems, Boone; Amy Young, Arts
& Sciences, Stratford.
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Editor's Encounters

Robin Duhn's perspectives on
being a pregnant student

Michele Thamke
Rear Facts Stafl
Weekly, the desks get smaller. Daily,
your
backpack
gets
heavier.
Forgctfulncss runs rampant in all areas of
your lifc. Fluid intakc has to bc monitored Lo lesscn the amount of bathroom
breaks during class. Thcsc issucs arc
Robin Duhn's rcalily
Pcb. 25 and 26 arc two duc-datcs scl
by ultrasounds. scvcn wccks Into spnng
scmcslcr. Robin -s1
hours consisting o
Sour classcs this sc
mcstcr. Shc has discusscd with hcr rour
instructors licr leave
oT abscnce after the
baby is born. Robin
bc ablc to at
into labor, and
ing two wceks o
class. 1'11 go in a
nccdcd ancr tlic
baby, Tor lcsls and _ _
filnis Clicm~str?,lab
1s hard Lo makc up "
Rob~n1s taklng
nrc-rcaulsllc classes
labor.
i t ~ ~ k cand
c then
.
..- Lransrcrring to ISU
ror a finc arts dcarcc.
u
Shc said, "My T h i l v
is hard-workin2 a i d ~ W O
succcsslul in -their
tradcs, bul didn't atLcnd collcgc to obtain
thcir skills When they graduated from
high school, thclr prorcssions didn'l rcquirc degrccs, just talcnt." Whcn thinking
of hcr drive nceded for another four years
at ISU, Robin added, "I know I could do
what I'm going lo collcge ror without a
dcgrec, but now it's a huge benefit to get
thc job that 1 want."
Adding to hcr life is her boyfriend,
Travis and her five-year-old son, Max
a.k.a. Beavis. Max has attcndcd
Formative Years daycarc/school in Ames
since August, five days a wcek. Prior to
Lhis, he went to a private daycare provider
who was vcry pro-tv Robin saw a lot of
attitudcs in Max that she didn't like. and
said, "He was on a waiting list for a year.
Formalive Years has been better for him
all around." She picks him up when she's
done with school. As for daycare Ibr hcr
newborn, Robin said, "I have a couple
people in mind, but nothing is set for
sure." Many daycarc providers do not
take ncwborns up to six months, which
makes life dificult for parents.

1

Travis is a full-time student at ISU for
pre-law. He has one more year at ISU,
then will have t h e years at law-school,
probably Drake. Travis and Robin are
both from Spenccr, and knew each othcr
two years. hanging out together, bcforc
dating. Their two year anniversary as a
couplc is March.
Whcn 1 asked about what licr "rncn"
wcrc thinking about with thcir ncw arrival, Robin said. "Max is pretty cxcitcd,
but not about sllaring his room Hc's cslcitcd to have a liltlc
islcr." As Tor Travis,
He's goo-goo. He's
touching my bcllv all
thc timc, tallung to
our baby. I'm no
longer his girlfriend.
but housing his
child." Robin said
with a bright smile.
Robin has lots of
changcs to anticipate
in the next month's
timc. I wish hcr and
her Samily the best!
Student Pregnancy
For other students,
p r e m c y affects and
L h G e s bople's livcs
daily. Thcsc cSlects
arc vast, lrom the
-amount vou can attend
classes. -the effects of
fluids to the misery of
morning
sickness.
u
9 , Fainily o r roommate
C ~ S i.nfluences effect vour
lifc as well.

"Hopefully, I be
able to attend
- up
- until I-go
. into
and then 'm
tdanninp on t a k i n ~
weeks off
Robin ~ u h n
~

I
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Babycenter.com
There are many things to know and
even more things to worry about. I found
newborn articlcs on the website babycentcr.com vast and scary. Everything from
"How to trim those tiny nails," to
"Demystlfying the maternal instinct."
Babycenter.com also has a great section in family life concerning dads. So
many timcs, dads are not seen very much
in the picture, but are vital to moms and
babics well being. Their article, Ten
ways to become a better dad, has great
advice for dads of any age chiId; varying
from "Be more activc" to "Be a partner,
not a helper" to "Gct more practice."
Seven fears of fathers-to-be
Jerrold Lee Shapiro, a licensed clinical
psychologist and professor of counseling
psychology outlines the scven fcars faccd
by fathers-to-be: Security rears, performance fears, paternity fears, mortality
fears, fear for your spouse's or child's
health, relationship fears, and fears of
'women's medicine.'

9

Weathering the high costs
of heating your home
Federal Trade Commission--Recent
news reports about rising oil prices may
have you shivering, even though fall just
arrived. Whether you heat your home with
oil, natural gas or electricity, the Federal
Trade Commission has some tips to help
you save money and stay warm this winter.
Conduct an energy audil to help detect
waste and gauge the eficiency of your
current heating system. Your utility company may offer free or low - cost energy
audits, or you can conduct your own. 'l'hc
U.S. Department of Encrgy (001;)offcrs
instructions
at
www.homeenergysave~~.Ibl.gov.
'The home
"walk - through" may help yoit spot
needed maintenance or problems that, if
fixed, could save you money. For example:
1 . Check your attic, attic stairway, attached
garage walls and basement to makc sure
your home is insulated to DOE: - recornmended levels for your area. When inspecting and buying home insulation
products, look for the R - value. 'l'he
higher the R - value, the greater the insulation power.
2. Wrap your hot water heater in an insulation jacket.
3. Schedule an annual tune - up of your
heat pump, furnace or boiler. Your utility
company may provide this service.
4. Hire a professional to seal and insulate
leaky ducts, and to cnsurc that thc airflow
distribution system serving your heating
equipment is operating at peak efficiency.
5. Clean or replace filters on forced - air
furnaces, seal flues in fireplaces you don't
use, install drapes or some other covering
on windows, and seal holes around plumbing and heating pipes.
6. Install a programmable thermostat that
will automatically lower nighttime temperatures.
7. Check caulking and weather - stripping,
and repair where necessary.
8. Close your foundation vents in the winter if there's a crawl space under your
home.
9. Close the doors to rooms that you don't
use.
10. Prune shrubs that may block airflow to
your heating pump.
1I. Install ceiling fans. The air circulation
promotes heating efficiency in the winter.
When buying a new furnace, boiler, heat
pump, water heater, or other home appliance, consider a high - efficiency model.
While energy efficiency appliances may
cost more, they may save you money in the
long run. To compare models, check the
black and yellow EnergyGuide labels - required by the FTC on most major appliances. The labels provide useful
information about products' energy use or
efficiency and estimated annual operating
costs.
Shop around for the best prices on oil and gas, if you live in an area that lets you
choose your natural gas provider.
Ask your utility or oil company about a
budget - billing plan to protect against sudden or unexpected price increases. Your

provider takes the amount of energy you
use during one year and divides it into
equal monthly payments. At the end of the
season, you pay any outstanding balance
or your provider credits any overpayment
to your next monthly bill.
If you're on a fixed income and have
trouble paying your utility bills, contact
your utility company. They, or your slate
or local government, may have energy assistance plans to help you pay your hcating
bills.
Don't Get Burned
When elierby prices risc, so does acivertising for a hosf of energy - saving
products and services - including some
that arc overpriced or just plain bogus. Re
wary ofdevices, gadgets, and energy - saving products that prornisc drastic reduction
in home heating costs or extreme energy
savings. Kead enerby - saving claims careli~llyand. if possible, get independent information about product performance.
Avoid unsolicited door - to - door sales
calls and high pressure sales pitches from
contractors offering furnaces, windows,
roofing and other home improvement projects. To make sure that a contractor is licensed and reputable: ask friends and
neighbors for referrals; ask the contractor
for customer references; and check out potential contractors with thc Better- R~~siness
Bureau, state and local consumer protection officials, and your state licensing
agency. The FTC's Cooling - Off Rule
gives you three business days to cancel a
contract if you sign it in your home or at a
location other than the contractor's permanent placc of business.
For More Information
Call the FTC toll - free, 1-877-FTCHELP (1 -877-382-4357) or visit
www.fic.gov, to get the free publications,
Heating and Cooling Your Home and How
to Buy an Energy - Efficient Home
Appliance.
DOE'S Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy Network is a clearinghouse of energy - efficiency information. Find it online at www.eren.doe.gov; call toll - free,
I-800-DOE-EREC (1 -800-363-3732),
(TDD: 1-800-273-2957); or write to U.S.
Department of Energy B EREC, PO Box
3048, Merrifield, VA 22 1 16.
The FTC works for the consumer to prevent fraudulent. deceptive and unfair business practices in the marketplace and to
provide information to help consumers
spot, stop and avoid them. To file a complaint, or to get free information on any of
150 consumer topics, call toll - free, 1877-FTC-HELP ( 1-877-382-4357), or use
the complaint form at www.ftc.gov. The
FTC enters internet, telemarketing and
other fraud - related complaints into
Consumer Sentinel, a secure, online database available to hundreds of civil and
criminal law enforcement agencies worldwide.
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DMACC Women stay positive amid adversity
Scott Anderson

Bear Facts Staff
The DMACC women's basketball
team is off to a tough start to open the
conference season. They opened the season at home against NIACC and lost a
hard fought game 74-60. Melissa
Gourley and Kelsey Kain led the Bears
14 points each, and Lisa Obrecht added
12 points.
The Bears then traveled to Ellsworth
and again lost a tough battle 60-46.
Gourley led the Bears with 2 1 points, and
other high scorers were Kain and Alisha

Markuson with eight points each. that ranking with their play as the Bears
Markuson also led the Bears with nine re- jumped out to 1 1-2 lead to start the game.
bounds. Next up for the Bears was lowa Waldorf gradually took the lead and built
Central, and the Bears lost 75-48. Kain it up to 10 when the Bears went on an 8led the Bears with19 points and Kelli 0 run to cut the lead to two. The two
Busch had a team high six rebounds.
teams battled evenly to the end of the
The Bears then took on lowa Lakes, half, and the Bears were only down by
and despite a hard fought effort the Bears three despite being plagued with foul
fell 71 -49. Gourley led the Bears with 11 trouble. The second half started out with
points, and other high scorers were Kain neither team taking advantage. Then
with nine points and Markuson with Waldorf finally was able took take advanseven points, and a team high eight re- tage and pull away for 75-54 victory. The
bounds.
Bears were led in scoring by Busch with
The Bears then took on sixth ranked 13, and other high scorers were Gourley
Waldorf. The Bears paid no attention to and Alyssa Ketelson with 10 points each.

Markuson led the Bears with 11 rebounds.
The Bears then took on Marshalltown
and the early part of the game was back
and forth. The first half was a game of
runs and Marshalltown was able to make
a run to end the half with a 41-26 lead.
The Bears made a run to start the second
half, but eventually Marshalltown was
able to take control and won 86-60. The
Bears were led in scoring by Obrecht
with 22 points, and Kain with 16. "The
kids are staying focused, and playing
hard," said DMACC coach Bob Terrones.
"We are starting to get healthy now.

DMACC Men keep rollin'
pulled away for a 95-79 win. Jackson had
a huge game for the Bears with 33 points.
Other high scorers were Colwell and Mike
The DMACC men opened the confer- Williams with 18 points each. Borgos
ence against NIACC and opened in style added 14 points, and Colwell had a team
by taking a 22-point lead into halftime. high I l rebounds.
The Bears then took on lowa Lakes and
NIACC played better in the second half
but it was not enough as the won the game after a physical fust half the Bears led by
87-61. The game marked the return of 1 1. The Bears faced a tough challenge and
Damell Star who came back from an arm in the second half Iowa Lakes closed to
injury to lead the Bears in scoring along within three at 63-60. The Bears then went
with Shelton Colwell at 19 points each. on a 17-3 run to take an 80-63 lead, and
Jamal Jackson added 13 points and Rich lowa Lakes could get no closer as the
Rorgos had 12 points for the Bears. Bears won 91-69. Colwell and Berkey
Colwell also had 10 rebounds for the each had 20 points to lead the Bears. Other
Bears. The Bears then took on Clinton and high scorers were Borgos with 19 points
won 90-66. Borgos led the Bears with 2 1 and Adam Daley with 1 I points. Colwell
points. Other high scorers were Colwell had 12 rebounds to lead the Bears.
The Bears then took on Waldorf, and
with 18 points, Star with 17, Jackson with
13 points and Kevin Alberts with I I after a great first half the Bears led 48- 17.
points. Colwell had 17 rebounds for the Waldorf played well in the second half, but
were too far behind as DMACC won 78Bears.
The Rears then took on Junior College 57. Colwell had a monster game with 28
power lndian Hills. lndian Hills sent the points and 23 rebounds. Borgos added 13
Bears to the first loss of the year 84-65. points for the Bears.
The Bears are 17-1 overall and lead the
"lndian Hills is one of the premiere junior
colleges in the country," said Coach Orv . conference with perfect 6-0 record. The
Salmon. "I think our kids were intimidated Bears are ranked third in the nation and
early. The team got settled in, but they face seventh rated Kirkwood before going
on a long road stretch. "I didn't make the
weren't able to make a run."
The Bears ended 2000 with 82-79 vic- schedule up," said Salmon. "We will go
tory over North Central. The Bears opened and play our game and match the other
the year 200 1 with a conference road game teams intensity on the road."
The Bears game is about pushing the
at Ellsworth. Ellsworth led by four at halftime, but the Bears responded with a great ball up the floor and speeding up the game,
second half to win 73-64. Shelton Colwell and what I have seen is the teams are tryled the Bears with 28 points and 12 re- ing to make the game a physical half-court
bounds. Other high scorers were Brian game. The Bears though have shown that
Berkey with 13 points, Jackson with 12 half-court or full-court, they can win either
points and Borgos with I I points and nine way. "This group has really overachieved,"
said Salmon. "This is a good group that
rebounds.
The Bears returned home to take on gets along well and has good leadership. 1
lowa Central and after a close first half the knew we would be a good team, but 1 didBears led by four. The Bears again showed n't think we be this good."
that they are a good second half team and
Scott Anderson

Bear Facts Staff
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My trip to the valley of the sun
Scott Anderson
Beur Facts Staff
Welcome back fellow students and faculty members. I hope everyone had a safe
and happy holiday. Mine was unbelievable as 1 only got one present, but the present was a trip to Phoenix, Arizona to see
the Iowa State Cyclones play in the
Insight.Com bowl game against the
Pittsburgh Panthers.
My mom and I got a flight out of Des
Moines the day before the game. After a
short delay we took off about at 12:30.
The flight was about 2 hours, and the view
as we descended into Phoenix was awesome. It seems that just about every house
in town had a swimming pool in their
backyard. As we made our final decent
into Phoenix we flew over America West
Arena which is the home of the Phoenix
Suns, and Bank One Ballpark which is the
home of the Arizona Diamondbacks and
for one night the home of the Insight.com
bowl game. When we landed we boarded
buses which took us to the South Pointe
Mountain Resort.
When we got ow room and unpacked
we got ready to go to the pregame rally to
be held later that night. We took the bus,
which for the next two days would shuttle

us from the hotel to downtown Phoenix.
We got off the bus and went to the pep
rally, and at the rally they gave out free
lowa State Bowl Game card decks. After
talking to a couple of people that we knew,
we went inside where people were standing waiting for the team to get there.
Before the team showed up a few people
had talked already. The master of ceremonies was Iowa State broadcaster Pete
Taylor, and other that spoke were
Governor Vilsack, ISU AD Bruce Van De
Velde and Interim ISU President Dr.
Richard Seagrave. After performances by
the band and cheer squads the team arrived. Coach McCarney spoke and so did
quarterback Sage Rosenfels. The rally
ended shortly after that, and we made our
way to Bank One Ballpark.
We went toisee the first ever college
basketball game played outdoors as the
Tennessee women took on the Arizona
State women at Bank One with the roof
open. The games proceeds went to benefit
breast cancer research. The game was
okay, but it was hard to get into it because
it got very cold. The players when on the
bench were wearing gloves as the temperature got down to a chilly 40 degrees. We
left the game early as Tennessee had control of the game. We relaxed the rest of the
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Moses was knocked out with a concussion.
night.
We got up around I0 the next morning Pittsburgh scored a couple of touchdowns
and got ready to go to the game. We had to get within 7, but Moses's replacement
to get around that early because the last JaMaine Billups filled in nicely with 72bus was leaving the hotel at I :00. We went ~ a r d punt return for a touchdown.
on one of the last buses and got to the ball- Pittsburgh then responded by hitting a
park around I :00. We then had time to field goal and then recovering an ISU
kill, as the doors didn't open till 3:OO. 1 fumble and coverting it into a touchdown.
bought a program and read that while my The missed the two point conversion
mom walked around scooping out the area. which would have made it a three point
The doors then opened and we went in and game. After stalling on offense the
found are seats which are the first level'in Cyclones were able to down their punt on
the endzone area.
the one-yard line. The ISU defense held
The wait seemed like forever, but fi- and the Cyclones got good field position.
nally the game kicked off. The Cyclones The Cyclones moved the ball into field
got the ball, but couldn't move it and had to goal range where Carl Gomez hit a huge
punt. A few plays later Pittsburgh con- field goal that made it an &point lead.
nected on a long touchdown pass to jump Pittsburgh on their next possession threw
out to a quick 7-0 lead. Unlike other ISU an interception and the Cyclones ran out
teams, this team would not fold as they the clock.
calmly scored 4 straight touchdowns while
The place went crazy as fans stormed
shutting down the Pittsburgh offense, and the field. The attendance was about
after Pittsburgh missed a field goal to end 41,000 and although they said there were
the half the Cyclones lead 27-7. The only 20,000 Cyclone fans I saw about
Cyclones always seemed to have a bad 35,000 dressed in red and gold. We stayed
third quarter and this game was no differ- for the trophy presentation and then I just
ent. The Cyclone offense was as bad in the stopped and thought about the event I had
third quarter as it was good in the second just experienced. It was amazing and is
quarter. The Cyclones did suffer an injury something I will never forget.
to their offense as the multi talented J.J.
*

DlMACC inequalities exposed
-

Michele Thamke
ikwr / + b c ~ .kStc7[r
v

Body checlung. Skin slapping skin. All
this happened within the first five minutes
of the 1)MACC women's gamc at home
against lowa Cc~llraltwo wccks ago. This
continued during the game. 1 Iud not becn
to a womncn's basketball ganlc sincc high
schooI,
whcn
lowa
women
playcd six-on-six

five. 1 can't imagine six+;-six!
People try
lo cicscribc il alld I just c;11l1I il1l;lgjnc jl!"
Whcn 1 askcd her about tllc fans. shc said
"This isn't six-on-six. it's fivc-on-fivc, and
it's not boring! So comc our and scc us
play."
Jo Mitchcll. DMACC freshman. was
vcry enthusiastic during the glnlc. Wllcn I
askcd hcr about the crowd dincrcnce,
Mitchcll said.
I
"
l
'
m
vcrv

saw very few of the men's basketball or want to say thanks to all our supporters,
baseball teams cheering on the women. and keep coming!"
However, I also saw very few of the volAfter the game and showering, the
leyball players at the game as well. Later, women's team came back to the gym and
DMACC freshman, Aniel Bivens said, joined the now "awake" and larger group
"During the game, I've noticed that the of fans. During the men's game, players
crowd isn't as lively as at the men's and fans were smiling and enjoying themgames."
selves. What creates the vast difference? It
Bivens, from St. Louis, MO, has been was like two completely m e r e n t groups
playing five-on-five basketball since of fans.
fourth grirde. When I said that I used to
I am glad the men's team record is good
only see women teams playing six-on-six, I simply wish the women's team would get
Bivens said, "I've always played five-on- the support they deserve.
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How do you like our new president?
-

"1 am very happy and satisfied with our new president "

"1 agree with his tax cuts program, but am concerned that
he will spend too much
money trying to resolve the
U S defense crisis1"

Kerry Newbanks

Chad Newton

"Bush will do a great job as
president Once the country
gets over the Supreme Court
decision, we will back him as
. he leads our great country "

Ryan Mou

"I feel Bush will be very
good for our country He'll
give us back morals that
were lost for our youth He's
not always been in politics,
so he knows how the working man feels and will give a
perspective in Washington to
reflect all of us "

Lisa Sauits

Whistle Stop Cafe
10%off herders with DMACC Library Card
Open Mona-Fri5a.m.-2p.m. (closed on Sunday)
Saturday 5a.m.-1p.m.
1102 Story St. in Boone
call Ahead for Carryout Order;
432-9422

Student Lunch Special

4."'
\\

K

i

Po

Medium One-Topping
C Can of Coke

$4.99
Delivery or Carryou

C,

3

L1
1328 S. Marshall

Open 11-10 Sunday - Saturday
1304 S. Story St.
Boone, Ia 50036

432-3030

432-6645

Open 11-Midnight Sun - Thur....1 a.m. Fri - Sat

1

